1 MINUTE VIDEO PRESENTATION
WHAT it is important when you are doing a video to present your project?
WHAT it is important when you are doing a video to present your project?

Solving problems  If you have a solution, there is no problem

Is your video saying it all?

Maybe you need extra resources, graphics, texts...
ABOUT VIDEO PRODUCTION:

Video production has many ways to be described. Can be done using only graphics or still images, combining graphics and texts, using frame by frame and with video.
INTERACTIVE PRESENTATION SOFTWARE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIY44bo8O0s

3D PRODUCT ANIMATION DESIGN:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqxer3jAUqs

VIRTUAL E-TRAINING PROGRAM:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wySFUkO7mY0

PC & POCKET NAVIGATOR:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KluXy4lz7HU

THERAPY SOFTWARE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa_fgPt1WNw
EXTRACT MINUTES FROM “A LECTURE ABOUT FUTURE OF STORYTELLING”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BA46n_tbe9o

HOW TO BUILD AN IMPACT VIDEO PITCH:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_avNkrUVbc

ABOUT STORYTELLING:
https://www.powtoon.com/powtoon-gallery/

NEW TECH FOR STORYTELLING:

HOW TO MAKE AN ANIMATION WITH POWERPOINT:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKdRriqcQMQ
ONLINE VIDEO EDITORS:  YouTube

VIDEO EDITOR SOFTWARES:
- iMovie for Apple
- iMovie for Windows
- DaVinci Resolve
- Open Shot
- Blender
- Animated videos & presentations

GRAPHICS, INFOGRAPHICS AND TEXT AND IMAGES:
- GIMP
- INKSCAPE
- Free tools for Infographics

TEXT AND PRESENTATION SLIDERS:
- OPEN OFFICE
- ONLY OFFICE

COMBINE MULTIPLE FILES INTO PDF ONLINE:  Combine PDF multiple files
YOUTUBE  http://www.youtube.com

AUDIO MICRO  http://www.audiomicro.com/royalty-free-music

PURPLE PLANET  http://www-purple-planet.com

MUSOPEN  https://musopen.org

INCOMPETECH  http://incompetech.com/music/
EXPLORE
Open source alternatives

https://opensource.com

Creative commons
http://www.creativecommons.org

REMEMBER
distribution

Most popular video channels

Professional platforms, forums

Social media
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